Directly searching method for slip plane and its influential factors based on critical state of slope
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Abstract: In order to determine the slip plane of slope directly by the calculation results of strength reduction method, and analyze the influential factors of slope stability, a numerical model was established in plane strain mode by FLAC3D for homogeneous soil slope, whose parameters were reduced until the slope reached the critical state. Then FISH program was used to get the location data of slip plane from displacement contour lines. Furthermore, the method to determine multiple slip planes was also proposed by setting different heights of elastic areas. The influential factors for the stability were analyzed, including cohesion, internal friction angle, and tensile strength. The calculation results show that with the increase of cohesion, failure mode of slope changes from shallow slipping to the deep slipping, while inclination of slip plane becomes slower and slipping volume becomes larger; with the increase of friction angle, failure mode of slope changes from deep slipping to shallow slipping, while slip plane becomes steeper and upper border of slip plane comes closer to the vertex of slope; the safety factor increases little and slip plane goes far away from vertex of slope with the increase of tensile strength.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of computational technique, the numerical calculation methods are widely adopted in the stability analysis for slope. The numerical calculation methods can be divided into two groups[1–3]: the first is the strength reduction method; and the second is the numerical calculation combined with the optimum searching method. The second numerical method combines the numerical results with the critical slip plane searching theory; it supposes some slip planes first, then tries to find out the plane with the smallest safety factor by the stress calculation results. For example, KIM and LEE[3] found the slip plane by the revised strategy of searching method according to the stress field calculated by finite element method. It is obvious that, this method needs the optimum theory to find the slip plane after numerical calculation, and only uses the result of numerical calculation indirectly. So scholars have done much work to find that strength reduction method (SRM) can do this work directly, for there are many indexes to define the critical slip plane in the SRM, such as plastic zone contour[4], shear strain increment contour[5–6], grid aberration zones[7], and so on. These indexes can search the slip plane well in certain situations, but the elements in most numerical methods are the ones with constant parameters, so the index of plastic zone contour will cause some errors. The elements on the slip plane suffer from both shear failure and tensile failure, and the elements with small shear strain will also be on the slip plane with some degree of tensile failure, but the index of shear strain increment cannot reflect this. In addition, shear strain and plastic zones are not easy to measure in the real situation, so we have to find another index to describe the slip plane. As it is known, the displacement and deformation of slope can be easily measured. They are often chosen as the ideal indexes to describe the state of slope in the real situation.

In view of the above stated issues, a new direct slip plane searching method was proposed in this paper, which mainly focused on the mechanism of slope deformation failure. The details of the numerical model, the parameters of cohesion, friction angle and tensile strength were discussed by finding out the relationship among these parameters, safety factor and slip plane. During the discussion, one parameter is changed while the other parameters are fixed to a constant value.
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2 Slip plane searching method

2.1 Numerical model

A numerical model is founded in plane strain mode by FLAC3D for a homogeneous soil slope, with 20 m of slope height, 45° of slope angle, and 1 m of model thickness, as shown in Fig.1. Model element will affect the calculation result. After comparing time consumed and calculation precision, the whole model is divided into three parts, which consists of 816 elements and 1 176 grids, part I with 12 × 8 elements, part II with 40 × 8 elements, and part III with 40 × 10 elements. The size of model also affects the result, so the model is built large enough to reduce the size effect, with the length from slope toe to the left boundary of 30 m, length from slope vertex to the right boundary of 55 m, and length from slope toe to the bottom boundary of 20 m that is equal to the slope height. The soil parameters are as follows: unit weight 25 kN/m³, elastic modulus 10 MPa, poisson ratio 0.3, cohesion 42 kPa, internal friction angle 17°, and tensile strength 10 kPa. The numerical model is fixed in both horizontal and vertical directions on bottom boundary, in horizontal direction on both sides, and the upper boundary is free. The tolerance for calculation is 10⁻⁵, and 30 000 steps for the up limit calculation steps, which are sufficiently accurate[8].

![Fig.1 Numerical calculation model of slope](image)

The strength reduction method[4–7, 9–13] are adopted to calculate the safety factor of slope, and the calculation convergence criterion is chosen to describe the state of slope in this paper.

2.2 Searching method for single slip plane

For the fixed slip plane, there are many calculation methods for safety factor[14–17], such as the limit equilibrium method and the finite element method. But in the real situation, the location of slip plane is often unknown. If the shape of slip plane is supposed to be circular, we can get the satisfying result without the complicated optimum technique of searching plane. But if the shape of slip plane is complicated, the work will be very difficult even with the optimum technique. And there has not been any satisfying method to locate the complicated slip plane until recently. But during slope stability analysis by applying SRM, when the slope comes to the verge of failure, displacement of slip block will mutate to cause large and unlimited plastic flow, the program cannot find a solution that can meet both the static equilibrium equation and the stress—strain relationship[12]. So based on the mechanism of deformation, the displacement characteristic of slope can be adopted to search the critical slip plane by directly using the results of SRM, without any other optimum method.

Some tests and practice show that[18], when the slope comes to the failure state, the obvious local shear deformation can be observed in a narrow area, as shown in Fig.2. Once the strain localization occurs, deformation of soil will be concentrated in one small area, the deformation outside this area consists mainly of rigid movement after unloading, and slope will slip along the localization area. The particle displacements of both sides along localization area are very different, the deformation grad is large, and the failure and slip plane of slope are obvious, as shown in Fig.3. In other words, when slope comes to the failure state, the unlimited slipping occurs in one part while compared to another part of slope[13]. We can also get this conclusion from the calculation result by SRM, as shown in Fig.4. So it is convinced to choose the displacement contour line to describe the critical slip plane of slope.

![Fig.2 Shear strain increment contour of slope](image)

![Fig.3 Failure deformation of slope](image)

Fig.4 shows two parts of slope, slipping part and stable part, divided by the displacement contour line with the value of 0.5. Contour lines are densely near the slip
plane, and the value of contour line becomes larger and larger when it comes near the slope surface, which indicates slipping in these fields. The values of contour lines outside the unstable parts are the same and very small, which indicates the stable state of these areas. So the boundary of these two parts can be defined as the slip plane, and the data of the boundary are obtained by FISH program, as shown in Fig.5.

![Fig.4](image)

**Fig.4** Displacement contour for slope that goes to verge of failure

![Fig.5](image)

**Fig.5** Quantization for location of single slip plane

### 2.3 Multiple slip plane searching method

In order to place the reinforced structure precisely, it is necessary to determine the number of the secondary slip planes in the slope, the location of potential shear opening, and the slipping sequence of each slip plane. So not only the first slipping plane but also all the slip plane with the safety factor lower than the preset value are needed. LIU and ZHENG [19] solved this problem by confining the displacement of slope surface sequentially. But for some slopes with complicated geometry, it will be boring to confine each grid on the slope surface without the convenient computational work. So we try to find out another method to do this work. Firstly, we suppose that soil under slip plane will not collapse; then we set the soil under the slip plane as the elastic material. So if the height of elastic soil changes (shown in Fig.1), different slip planes with different safety factors can be obtained, which is the proposed multiple slip planes searching method.

The detail process of the proposed method is as follows. The area within an height of $h_e$ is set to be elastic, and $h_e$ varies to get different slip planes with different safety factors. The results are shown in Table 1 and Fig.6. Table 1 shows that cases 1 and 2 reflect the similar safety factor, for the reason that the slip plane is above the horizontal surface, which can also support our hypothesis that soil under the slip plane does not affect the safety factor. For cases 3–6, the safety factors of the slope increase with the increase of $h_e$. The safety factor differences from cases 2–5 to case 1 are 0.004 0, 0.174 4, 0.474 7, 1.143 0, 4.688 5, respectively, which shows that, increment of safety factor becomes larger and larger with the increase of $h_e$ at the same increment. In addition, Fig.6 shows that with the increase of $h_e$, location of potential shear opening goes higher and higher, the upper border of slip plane comes closer to the vertex of slope, and slip plane becomes steeper.

### Table 1 Relationship between elastic area height and safety factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>$h_e$/m</th>
<th>Safety factor $F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.098 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.098 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.272 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.573 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.241 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.787 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig.6](image)

**Fig.6** Locations of multiple slip plane of slope for different cases

### 3 Parameters analysis

#### 3.1 Effect of cohesion

Cohesion ($c$) varies from 4.2 to 268.8 kPa. Let the gradient be $K_c$, so the cohesion of each variety step can be obtained from the following equation:

$$c_i = K_c c_{i-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $c_i$ and $c_{i-1}$ are the cohesions of $i$th and $(i-1)$th step of variety.
The relationship between safety factor and cohesion is listed in Table 2, and the relationship between slip plane and cohesion is shown in Fig.7. From Table 2, it can be seen that, when $c$ varies in the studied range, safety factor varies in the range of $6.232 \times 100\%$. From Fig.7, it can be seen that, with the increase of cohesion, the failure mode of slope changes from shallow slip to deep slip, the inclination of slip plane becomes slower, the upper border comes closer to the vertex of slope, and the volume of slip block becomes larger. When the cohesion varies from 4.2 to 67.2 kPa, potential shear opening locates higher the slope toe; while the cohesion varies from 133.4 to 268.8 kPa, the slip plane runs through the left horizontal surface.

Table 2 Relationship between cohesion and safety factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c$/kPa</th>
<th>4.2</th>
<th>8.4</th>
<th>16.8</th>
<th>33.6</th>
<th>67.2</th>
<th>134.4</th>
<th>268.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>0.4268</td>
<td>0.5264</td>
<td>0.6865</td>
<td>0.9473</td>
<td>1.4121</td>
<td>2.2510</td>
<td>3.0866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.7 Relationship between cohesion and slope slip plane

3.2 Effect of friction angle

Friction angle ($\phi$) varies from 1.75° to 44.37°, and the gradient is $K_\phi$, so the friction angle of each variety step can be obtained from the following equation:

$$\phi = \arctan(K_\phi \tan(\phi^{-1}))$$

where $\phi$ and $\phi^{-1}$ are the friction angles of ith and (i-1)th step of variety.

The relationship between safety factor and $\phi$ is listed in Table 3, which shows that, with the increase of $\phi$, the safety factor increases at the same time. The safety factor differs in the range of 4.922×100% with different friction angles of $\phi$.

Table 3 Relationship between friction angle and safety factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\phi$/°</th>
<th>1.75</th>
<th>3.49</th>
<th>6.97</th>
<th>13.74</th>
<th>26.07</th>
<th>44.37</th>
<th>62.93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>0.5518</td>
<td>0.6279</td>
<td>0.7568</td>
<td>0.9746</td>
<td>1.3418</td>
<td>2.0283</td>
<td>3.2676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relationship between slip plane and friction angle is shown in Fig.8, which shows that, with the increase of $\phi$, the failure mode of slope changes from deep slip to shallow slip, the slip plane becomes steeper and steeper, and the volume of slip block becomes smaller, which is the right opposite to the relationship between friction angle and cohesion. In addition, when $\phi$ varies from 1.75° to 3.49°, the slip plane runs through the left horizontal surface; when $\phi$ varies from 6.97° to 44.37°, potential shear opening locates at the slope surface.

Fig.8 Relationship between friction angle and slope slip plane

3.3 Effect of tensile strength

In many situations, soil mass underground is compressively loaded, so the failure mode of soil is often regarded as the shear failure only. But there are many cases showing that the tensile strength can also affect the stability of slope significantly[20]. So when the numerical calculations are done, the tensile strength as well as the shear strength should be considered.

In this study, the tensile strength ($\sigma_t$) of soil varies from 0.1 to 10 MPa, and the gradient is $K_t$, so $\sigma_t$ of each variety step can be obtained from the following equation:

$$\sigma_t^i = K_t \sigma_t^{i-1}$$

where $\sigma_t^i$ and $\sigma_t^{i-1}$ are the tensile strength of ith and (i-1)th step of variety.

The relationship between safety factor and $\sigma_t$ is listed in Table 4, which shows that the safety factor varies from 1.0840 to 1.1152, and increases with the increase of $\sigma_t$. The difference between maximum and minimum of safety factor is 2.878%, which is much smaller than that of cohesion and friction angle. In addition, the relationship between slip plane and $\sigma_t$ is shown in Fig.9. It can be seen from Fig.9 that, location of slip plane changes little in the large range of $\sigma_t$, which moves far away from the slope surface.
Table 4 Relationship between tensile strength and safety factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σt/kPa</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>10.0</th>
<th>100.0</th>
<th>1 000.0</th>
<th>10 000.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.084 0</td>
<td>1.091 8</td>
<td>1.098 5</td>
<td>1.115 2</td>
<td>1.115 2</td>
<td>1.115 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.9 Relationship between tensile strength and slope slip plane

4 Conclusions

(1) A new slip plane searching method is proposed based on the slope deformation mechanism. The boundary between the stable block and unstable block is defined as the slip plane. The displacement contour is used to find the boundary, while the data of the slip plane are obtained for the single slip plane by the FISH program. For the multiple slip plane, the elastic heights are set differently to find different slip planes.

(2) The effect of parameters such as cohesion, friction angle, and tensile strength on the safety factor and slip plane of slope is discussed. The results show that, with the increase of cohesion, the failure mode of slope changes from shallow slip to the deep slip, and the inclination of slip plane becomes more and more slower; with the increase of friction angle, the failure mode of slope changes from deep slip to the shallow slip, inclination of slip plane becomes steeper, while the upper boundary of slip plane comes closer to the slope vertex, and the volume of slip block becomes smaller; and with the increase of tensile strength, the safety increases at the same time, and the location of slip plane goes far away from the slope surface.
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